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City of Cities
Pool City

Point and lines, beings and relations need specific form and process.
Even though the history of utopianism has shown unavoidable
difficulty in combining spatial form and temporal process in a specific
organization, we can not but dare to imagine another utopia as an
architect and urban planner.
However, clearly do we realize that planning must be done not from a
visionary imagination, but from an imaginative vision which could be
found and generated from our very realities.
We see contemporary urban task should be taken to weave or to link
fragmented spaces that might be visible or invisible.
Unlike the past, there are so many kinds of singularities in our
society, in our space, and in our time, so that it is almost impossible to
plan these things in a static manner. While, it is also true that dynamic
flow can not be made or channeled without spatial intervention.
Therefore we must not plan form or process as a separate entity, but
we have to build a system of moving singularities or messages that
pass between point and line, between form and process.
In our proposal, we did try to make flows into places and turn places
into flows by way of themeing, channeling, and weaving. Thus
several sectors - cities of city- will have specific theme of singularity
which is strongly related with their own context, and will be activated
and channeled through positioning of various events and key
facilities so as to drive out certain type of linkage among them, while
various types of flows will be territorialized by way of integrating
programs and activities.
With this in mind, we do imagine another utopia not trying to realize
ideal state, but to idealize reality.
Now here-not nowhere by no means, we are to dive into the pool...

“Stations and paths together form a system. Point and lines, beings and relations. What is interesting
might be the construction of the system, the number and disposition of stations and paths. Or it might
be the flow of messages passing through the lines. In other words, a complex system can be formally
described... One might have sought the formation and distribution of the lines, paths, and stations,
their borders, edges and forms. But one must write as well of the inceptions, of the accidents in the
flow along the way between stations... What passes may be a message but static prevents it from
being heard, and sometimes, from being sent.” _ Michel Serres
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The Approach:
Challenge and
Response
Challenge and Response
City, as ‘Place of Human Life’, is facing an epochal challenge in the 21st century. Therefore we, as
‘urban people’, needs to get ready to respond to the voice of new era. In that sense, NMAC is a perfect
chance to derive a comprehensive idea about how city life should look like and operate in the future.

Epochal Challenge
Relentless
Globalization
Technological
Advance beyond
Human Limit
Increase of Societal
Uncertainty

Spatial Change
Time-Space compression
Space of Flow
Exhaustion of Earth Capacity
Social Change
Speed-up and Privatization of
Transportation & Communication
Social Polarization
Fear about the ‘Big Brother’

How to respond
Place Identity for
Ontological Security
Transformation of Urban
Infrastructure to absorb
Technological Advance
Sustainable Planning &
Development
Social Justice and
Democracy

Towards the Transhuman
Nomadic Spirit tightly
coupled with Rootedness

Changing Context, Changing Planning
Changes in Policy Context
Centralized System

Network of Decentralized Systems

Environmental Ignorance

High Environmental Awareness

Closed-Circuit Departmental
Working

Information Technology;
Participatory Decision-making
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Changes in Urban Planning

“Government does all”

Public-Community-Private Partnership,
Governance of Urban Local Actors

Comprehensive Planning

Strategic and Action Planning

Rigid Legislation

Legal Reforms for Participatory Planning
& Flexibility

Changes in Planning Practice
Modern

Contemporary

Land-use

Simplified Designation;
Zoning

Mixed Use; Blurring Boundaries;
Ambiguous Areas

Traffic

The Motor Age
Universal Car Ownership

Multi-functional Road System
Transportation Space as a Life
Space

Infrastructure

Single Use

Multiple Functions

House

Machine for Sleeping

Open Housing
Public Extension

Housing plan

Hierarchical Division
Closed to the Outside

Emphasis on Urbanity and
Community Hub

Environment

Nature vs ‘The Artificial’

Artificial/Built Environment
Post-Humanism
Metropolis, Second Machine Age

Open Space

Functionally Separate
Squares and Green Areas

Tight-knit Organic Public Space

Architecture

Clear-cut In/Out Dichotomy

Interdependence and
Communication of In/Out
Rich Differences of Style and
Character

Urban Space

Prototype

Mutation; Terrain vague
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Theoretical Paradigm

Structure (Object) and Unit (Subject)
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Complexity and Network Theory
Complex Theory
· Recognizing Macro Patterns via Observing Interactions between Micro Units
· Mechanism of Evolutionary Choice and Transition
· Emphasis on ‘Emergence’

Network Theory
· Coevolution made possible through Inter-Adaptability between Units
· Emphasis, not on the individual Units (or Nodes), but on their Linkages
· Linkage as a Flow between Mobile and/or Nomadic Units

Network Society and Flow
· Manuel Castells describes the modern world as a “Space of Flows”
· “Flows are not just one element of social organization. They are the expression of the processes
dominating our economic, social and symbolic life.”

Redesigning : How to pin down ‘space of flows’
How to pin down and derive the conception of the ‘space of flows’
‘Placeness’ in place of ‘volatility / instability’

Blueprint and Plan

Sense & Respond

Top Down

Seeding Edge

Designing ‘for people’

Designing ‘with us’

Redesigning the space of flows entails a fundamental change in the
relationship between the people who make things, and the people
who use them.
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Basic Conceptions

Working out conceptions
Why Thanshuman? Nomadic Spirit & Rootedness
· Enlarged and Deepened Possibilities
· Agile Responses to the Rapidly Changing Condition
· Challenging Future

What’s Transhuman Life in the 21st Century?
· In Asian urbanism, city is a place of two seemingly conflicting desires: a desire of returning home & of
wandering in a place of anonymity.
· We become transhuman to enjoy different satisfaction in a variety of places.
· We float as a nomad in the city to find hidden stories in every corner of the city.
· Ultimately, the transhuman can create, or consume, their own set of time-space composition.

Components of Transhuman City

From the rigidity of ‘WorkPlace’
to the fexibility of ‘WorkFlow’
Increase of informal contacts
From ‘workPLACE’ to ‘WORKplace’

Towards wider conception of
Home

Network / Flow
Not simple shift ‘from here
to there’, but as a
significant part of life itself
Space of variety,
possibility, human action
and contact

Disintegration of conventional
conception of ‘House’ .
Externalization and communalization
of residential elements
Residential space, interlinked with
the ‘Flow’

Housing

Working

Leisure

Productive Leisure, the
principal part of life
Mixture of work and leisure
Multi-layered human relations
Maximization of the individual’s hope
beyond daily life
Leisure as a traversing experience
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Goal
Global Core City, Catalyst City, Multi-functional City, Pilot City

Vision
Ubiquitous : Technological
Humane : Lifestyle; Nomad; International
Co-evolving : Nature, Ecology, Sustainability
Identity : Cultural-Korean Urbanism

〉
〉
〉
Network Theory / Flow

〉
〉
〉

Social

Spatial

Decentralize : Democracy; Openness
Sharing : Communalization
Diversity : Equity; Social Justice
Conviviality : Social Trust; Health; Welfare

Flow : Redesign the space of flows
Flexible : Production; Land use pattern
Traverse : Hyper Link; Connection
Openness : Void; Reserve; Korean Urbanism
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Analysis &
Vision

Relational Context: The Outer Environment
National Dimension
Republic of Korea in Trouble
Current spatio-social unevenness, and the resulting unbalanced governance,
defines three ways to go in the future.
Spatial Imperative

Excessive concentration of the population, and
thus, of political, economic and industrial activities
in the Seoul Metropolitan Area(SMA).

Social Imperative

Uneven regional development results in serious
problem in terms of societal cohesion.

Governance Imperative

SMA-oriented centralized national governance
needs reconfiguration to keep company with the
era of local innovation.

NMAC as a Breakthrough
The New Multi-functional
Administrative City as a catalyst to bring forth multi-nuclei national land system
NMAC is within 1~2 hour’s drive from all national metropolitan areas.
Many future ‘Regional Innovation’
could use NMAC case as a benchmark, to enhance ‘territorial competitiveness’ via
more autonomy to local governments.
NMAC, extending towards surrounding three seas, would mature itself as a center
of reunified Korea, and of the Far East Asia.
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Regional Dimension
Current Status
Chungcheong Area, right south to Seoul Metropolitan Area
Rapid growth in Chungcheong Area: Current growth engine is manufacturing industry. Additional
growth, in the field of international communication, culture, service, etc, is needed to set the area as an
alternative to over-crowded SMA.

Possible Improvements
Major Regional Concern
· NMAC to embody itself as an alternative to
the over-crowded SMA
· NMAC as a catalyst for regional
development in the future
· NMAC to develop in company with, not in
contrast to, the surrounding areas

NMAC
International Exchange
Health and Medical
Cultural Contents
Chungbuk
ICT Industry
Bio Industry
Chungnam
ICT Industry
Machine Industry

Daejeon

Main Regional Functions
· International Communication
· Health and Medical
· Cultural Contents Provider

R&D Complex
Administation

Local Dimension
Current Status
Target area is 10km away from
Daejeon and Cheongju, two
regional centers in the surrounding
area.

Cheonan
Pop : 421
New Industrial City

Nearby urban areas include
Cheonan, the New Industrial City,
and Gongju, the historical old city.
Yeongi
Pop : 80

Possible Improvements
Building up ‘Relational Network’
with existing urban settlements in
the area

Agrincultucal Area
In Sub-Urban

CheongWon+CheongJu

Site

Pop : 1705
Regional Govenance Center

GongJu
Pop : 136

Daejeon

Historial Old City

Pop : 1386

Within such Network in the locality,
NMAC’s role as a catalyst could be
maximized.

Regional Hub
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Relational Context: The Inner Environment
Natural / Ecological Environment

Current Status
Land of ‘Four Mountains’ Weonsa Peak (254m) and Jeonweol Mountain in the center of the area;
Guksa Peak (214m) in the north; and Janggun Peak (351m) in the
southwest.
Two waterways meet

Geum River (National River) runs from east to west, and Miho Stream
runs from north to south. Two meet in the area.

‘Golden Field’

Southern area of the target land is a large agricultural field around the
Geum River.

Possible Improvements
Preservation of natural environment; Eco-friendly development
Landscape is a property: Use of the ‘Landscape Advantage’, especially the wide agricultural plain and
waterside area
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Historical / Socio-Cultural Environment

Current Status
Nearby city Gongju was Baekje capital 1,500 years ago.
Cultural heritages, such as gingko tree and mountain castle, are widely scattered in the area.
Landscape of Korean traditional village are well preserved in the area. (‘Family Villages’, population
sharing same surname, are good example.)
Most population are farmers.
Nearby Wolsan Industrial Park is the main industrial area.
Some farmers and local firms are against the development, mainly because of the land acquisition
controversy.

Possible Improvements
Preservation of local historical heritages to keep local context intact
Consideration of local resident’s ‘Right to Live’; Support for the resettlement program
Incremental development of the arable land and Wolsan Industrial Park, as the ‘planning gain’ for the
area
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Infrastructure

Current Status
To the east of the target area, Kyungbu Motorway(6km away), Kyungbu KTX(3km away), and
Kyungbu Railway run.
Kyungbu KTX railway and the Cheongwoen IC of Kyungbu Motorway are within 10km’s distance from
the center of the area. Especially Osong station of KTX is very near to the area.
National Road #1 and Local Road #96 run through the area, from north to south.
To the west of the target area, 10km away, Cheonan-Nonsan Motorway runs. To the south, DangjinSangju Motorway passes.
Within 24km’s distance, Cheongju Airport locates.

Possible Improvements
To exploit the existing infrastructures, newly improved efficient network of local road system is highly
recommendable.
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Imperatives and Spatial Plans

GLOBAL

NATIONAL

REGIONAL

Governance Theme Park
Modern History Museum

Knowledge ServiceContents Industry

Oriental studies
Korean classical studies
Local History Museum

LOCAL
[ NMAC ]
Media Production Complex
Culture Goods Production

Governance
Theme Park

Museum

Knowledge
Industry

Physical-Health
Industry

· Social Education

· Modern History

· Contents

· Sports

· Public information

· Oriental studies

· Media

· Physical training

· Studies

· Local History

· Publishig Industry

· Sport equipment Industry

Culture Industry

Research/Studies

Culture Goods

Welfare Town

· Event/Performance

· Oriental studies Center

· Cultural heritage

· Health/Medical Center

· Exhibition

· Korean classical studies

· Art workshop

· Welfare Center

· Media Technology

· Well-being

· Distribution industry

Center
· University
· Traditional philosophy
Center

EMOTION

REASON

BODY

Culture City
Creative City

Knowledge City
Learning City

Health City
Welfare City
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Urban Functions and Main Components

Main Function
National Administration

National Administration Complex (4 separate blocks)
NA Promotion Hall
NA-supporting offices
NA-related industries (printing, publishing, restaurant, etc.)
NA-related NGOs
Media and broadcasting companies

Subsidiary Function
National Public Policy Research

Policy research centers Research center-supporting offices

International Cultural Exchange

Convention Center, international youth hostels

Education Institute

University; Specialized Graduate School

Industries related Innovation Technology

Hi-tech Industrial Milieu Venture Industrial Milieu

Tourism and Entertainment

Forest Library Theme Park, Museum

Health and Medical

Medical/Welfare centers, Sports facilities

Contents Provider

Village for Young Artists

Basic Urban Function
Local Administration & Public

Various welfare facilities for the minority and the social weak

Commercial & Retail

Amenities for everyday lives

Neighborhood Community

Community library, Pooling system of individual book catalogues
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3

Structure
and
System

Tectonics of City Architecture: Layered City
1. Development Intensity
Following the analysis of current situation, each part of the site will be defined by
its possible development intensity.
2. Identifying Areas
Land of high development intensity will form a whole ‘developmental pool’, which
will be subdivided into several areas of particular features.
3. Coloring Areas
Each subdivided areas will be colored in regard to its local characters and
potentials, forming ‘Colors of Areas’ as a whole.
4. Eco-System
First of all, eco-system of this city will be planned. Green Network, Blue Network
and Open Space Network will form eco-system all together.
5. Functional Structure
Major urban functions will be allocated into the colored areas, area by area, in
relation to its contextual condition, forming a Functional Structure.
6. Interaction Network
Interactions of people, communities, functions and cultures will be organized and
networked.
7. Transportation System
To support the Interaction Network properly, new concept of transportation will be
explored and systemized.
8. Strategic Key Concepts
To realize all these structure and systems, several strategic key planning concepts
will be established as tools of development.
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Development Intensity
From the analysis of current conditions, each land
pieces are rated with their preservation necessity and
latent development possibility. This will categorize
the whole site by their development intensity.

Those land pieces of high development intensity will
form our ‘developmental pool’, where most of our
planning activity will occur. The remaining part of the
site, i.e. land of relatively low development intensity, will
be preserved as an ‘eco pool’.

Ecological condition-vegetation, water
Geographic condition - altitude, slope
Socio-cultural condition - villages, cultivation
Historical preservations

Development Intensity

Classifying high development intersity area as
Developmental pool
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Identifying Areas
Developmental pool will be subdivided into several areas
of rather homogeneous characteristic. According to the
criteria such as topography, ecological condition, access
and relationship with surrounding areas, subdivision will
occur. These areas are the basic units for conceptual
design in deploying main functions and forming city
structure.

As such, whole developmental pool has 7
areas in it. The Central one, rice field at the
moment, has special key role in our
planning strategy mentioned before in
considering values and vision.

Coloring Areas
Each homogeneous area has its own local conditions and features. These areas were scanned from
contextual potentials and each of them is identified by their individual characteristics. This is called
‘Colors of Areas’ which play as a ground in allocating main functions of NMAC.
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Layer I: Eco-System
Eco-System is consisted of Green Network, Blue
Network and Open Space Network. In that regard,
Eco-System is a sort of Void Network. Eco-System
occupies the highest hierarchy in our planning
ideas. Thus, this primary planned layer, the EcoSystem, will show the way for all other city aspects
to be located and developed.

Green Network

Blue Network
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Layer II: Functional Structure
Main concept of functional allocation is mixed use and hybrid.
There is no single use zoning in our city plan. What each area
has is its areal color, reflecting its own functional characters.
However, areal color doesn’t mean that the function is limited in
the area boundary. Functions will initiate in an area and then
overflow to other areas until they are mixed and become
optimized. This is like color-mix on the palette of painters.

National governance - administrative functions are grouped and located on areas where they are
expected to make synergy effect.

Principal Departments

Related Facilities

National
Telecom Center
MoFE, MPB, MAF, MoMAF, MoCT
Governance
Local Industry (Media Industry)
Science &
Industry

MoST, MoCIE, MIC

Daedeok Techno Park

Social &
Welfare

MoHW, MoLab, ME

University

Culture &
Education

MCT, MoE

Governance Theme Park
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Layer III: Interaction Network
Most of the major functions are located along the outer ring, as shown in the diagram, following our
basic conception of de-concentration.

This network is designed to be ‘scalefree’, encouraging more effective
interaction. As a result the center
area becomes the largest interaction
hub in this network where rather
informal and relaxed communication
happen, while other small links also
exist across each part of this city.

In such an interaction network, it is expected for people, communities, functions and cultures, to meet
and communicate with each other. Cyberspace could be another mode of interaction network, where
traversing territories and creating new ideas and progress take place.
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Layer IV: Transportation System
Transportation system is the major
infrastructure which supports the
eco-system, functional structure and
interaction network. Basic principles
of designing transportation system
are less use of fossil fuel car, less
transportation needs and more use
of public transport. To realize these
principles, basic planning element
should include such as improved
public transport, future transport
system, high density development in
station area, and use of pedestrian
network and cycling between
stations and homes.

In the city, heavy weight flow which delivers most of formal and routine transport is concentrated
around the ring which connects each theme city cores, mainly by railway system. Light weight flow
which delivers rather informal and leisure transport is located at inner city with flexible and personal
means of transport.
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Strategic Key Concepts
To deliver our conceptual structures and systems, several strategic key concepts need to play main
role in our planning system.
CCCD (Central Communication and Culture District)
In NMAC, new concept of CCCD will replace the conventional concept of CBD which causes
overcrowding and inhumane environment.
CCCD is an area located in the center of the site and is basically void area, mainly free of housing and
businesses, and full of cultural facilities and open spaces. This is the place where communications and
interactions take place. In that sense, CCCD reflects the rich informality in the life of this city.
Platform
Platform is a generator. As a powerful carrier of
condensed functions, it triggers spark in the
following urban growth. In Platform, core
functions of this city are activated and spread all
over the city area. In this sense, it is an incubator
of each function
NMAC has six platforms which corresponds six
core functions - National Governance,
International, Health, Knowledge, Entertainment
and Contents. Platform is not a territorial zoning,
but a complex of infrastructures and possibilities.
Theme City
Theme City is an extension of theme platform. Each Theme City is a complex of theme functions and
other related ones. Besides, it includes housings and community facilities to make it as a living unit.
Therefore, our city is an organic construction made of various theme cities. Each theme platform has
an identical theme city. This is why
NMAC is called ‘City of Cities’, or Cities
within City, in our plan.
Network Landscaping
We consider landscaping not just as
gardening or planting, but as a way of
theming or framing. By doing so, we do
expect virtual or actual borders that
might generate innovative happenings
upon them.
Therefore all kinds of scapes could be
the material of landscaping, and could
be transformed into a particular program
if necessary. Unlike preventive concept
of ‘belt’, scape is a network of straps or
bands designed to maximize border
conditions and accelerate spinning off
effects around it.
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Theme Platform and
Theme City:
A Planning
In the contemporary consumer society, people express their own identity via consuming commodities.
By doing that, they consume messages and places. This gives us a clue from which we can think
about smooth infrastructure. In smooth infrastructure, people’s movements mingles in seamless way.
In this project, we showed many possibilities of combining different programs into traffic and
communication infra so as to generate subtle differentiation between point and point, line and line.
In addition, we are proposing a compact hybrid program, allowing smooth transition from station to
shopping, to public services.

Plannning the Platform
Platform Composition
Platform is designed as a linear
band where a variety of urban
activities are taking place in a
condensed way. Platform also
functions as a bridge space
between the inner city and outer
residential blocks. Mixed land-use
on the platform will be a feature of
the afore-mentioned hybrid
program.
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Platform in Action
Platform is conceived as a sort of pipe. As such,
basement development might be the answer on
unstable ground. High-density developments
around station areas will be connected each other
to form a collective band.

Platform will lead sub-city development in its
surroundings; or, platform will act as a
channel for sub-cities to be connected. In
any cases, sub-city should be designed as a
self-reporductive unit.
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Profiles of Platform
· International Platform - Role of ‘Gateway’ with international characteristics
· Health Platform - Body-oreinted band, making utmost use of waterside landscapes
· Knowledge Platform - An area to be connected with Daedeok Techno Valley
· Entertainment Platform - A collection of neighborhood services, such as theatres, cinemas, and other
fun activities
· Contents Platfrom - An area to be connected to theme parks. A place of creativity
· National Governance Platform - A place of good public transport system, and separated from the
residential blocks
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Plannning the Theme City
To keep differences and balance among hybrid platforms, we distribute related facilities and programs
around each key point - administrative institution. As such, one special District and six Theme Cities
can be named: Central Communication and Cultural District(CCCD) / Governance City / Global City /
Smart City / Sports & Care City / Culture City / Art City.
Through this strategic planning, governmental buildings are to be regarded not as a governing entity
from the top, but as an identity-giving community center, channeling communal desires and shaping
the image of territory.

CCCD / Governance City
Around a huge open space in the center, CCCD and Governance City will be put into place neck to
neck. In such combinatory setting, government becomes a major provider of culture and
communication, making itself a hub of governance formation. With local heritage center, local
museum, and so on, CCCD and Governance City would add a historical dimension as well.
Small shop’s mall, instead of large and tall shopping facilities, will help to give a pedestrian-centered
touch to this area.
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Sports & Care City (SCC)
In the south of SCC, two rivers meet. Thus, beauty of waterside landscape is the best property of this
area. In such setting, various sports facilities, such as stadium,
Northeast of the river joint will be the venue for housing, welfare town and health town. As a whole,
SCC will grow into a comprehensive central place of health and welfare.]

Smart City
Huge swathe of southeast rice field
will be transformed into a test-bed of
state-of-the-art technology. With the
linkage with Daedeok Techno Valley,
Smart City realizes a new residential
environment, full of Ubiquitous Home
and Ubiquitous streets.
Characteristic of knowledgecentered city will be highlighted with
the landmarks of universities,
libraries, research centers, labs and
so on. Techno Mall as a technology
competition and showcase is
another peculiar feature in this
tranquil surroundings.
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Global City
Global City is above all a gateway. International
role such as convention will be given to this city.
Entering Global City, people will experience a
scaling-down of space, as if they enter a
traditional Korean temple in the mountain area:
Main gate, mid-gate, and then petite gate.
Hotels, youth hostels, forest park and camping
lot will be developed in the hillside to the north of
the Global City.

Art City
Hillside in the northwest is the artistic center of NMAC.
In and around Art Village, a low-density housing
complex for young artists, every art-related activities
will take place: artists’ intercourse; art production;
event; exhibition; cultural exchange.
Contents-related media industries will help to turn
artistic imagination into cultural production.
Art City in NMAC, not anywhere else, will form a
‘value chain’, all the processes from creation to
distribution. In such a chain, artists and their artworks
are expected to embody the social message of
NMAC.

Culture City
Near to the high-density residential area, Culture City
is a complex of cultural industries with mass cultural
nature. Especially, industries is tightly knit with
everyday lives in the nearby communities. As a venue
for a range of performing arts and game, dynamic and
convivial atmosphere of Culture City will become
renowned for tasting Hallyu in a nutshell.
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Planning the Transit System
Road System
Cars and urban railways share the
multi-functional road.
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21st century Transit
When NMAC begins to get its shape, we expect that future transit system will consider the introduction
of PRT, the personalized rail service.
Among others, the system which divides high-speed lane and deceleraton/acceleration lane seems
most desirable. When PRT is interlinked with other public transit such as monorail, the efficiency and
effect of the system can be maximized.

Besides, Streetcar Sharing Services can be used as a way to transform personal use of car, making it
a mode of semi-public transport. Streetcar offers self-service cars for rent by the hour, day, week or
month. The cars are parked in a dense network of dedicated spaces in several cities.
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Planning the Residence
In our contemporary society, there are a great number of lifestyles activated by individualization and
globalization at the same time. This implosive articulation of social living pattern needs re-organization
of housing market in order to provide or facilitate entirely different individual desire.
Today people move constantly, inhabit temporarily, and change their lifestyle more frequently.
At the same time, they want to keep traces of their beings or memories as much as possible by way of
storing and archiving something meaningful.
Actually, this kind of contradictory desires _ dynamic vs. static / lightness vs. heaviness / identity as noidentity vs. strong identity _ are distinctively active nowadays.
When it comes to the globalization, it made mosaic social presence all over the world. Such as elderly
society, immigrant problem, and something like Macworld issues are several main issues we come to
across today.
In general, we tried to solve these contradictory issues by arranging key spaces like storagedistrubution center, shopping mall-governmental complex, and educational facilities on the
transportation flow, forming a linear multi-core compact city model.
With this system, we expect spatio-temporal urban combination system of highly compact node which
responds to the rapid changing urban conditions and programmed open territory where people
encounter various types of lifestyles, cultural activities, and augmented fun for their limited leisure time.

SharingVoid
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Sharing in Community

_ Sharing Facility
community library(extention of Personal Library)
unmanned Laundry
day-care centers
Kinder Garden
Media box
(Audio Visual Equiment)
_ Other Facility
mart
station
Parking
Gallery
Theatre
Elementary School

sharing & scenery void
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Logistics
Picking-up Storage
Due to the rapid growth of the achieved turnover in Ecommerce the number of deliveries to the private
customer’s front door also increases.
However, the problems fo this distrubution structure become
increasingly obvious:
The atomising of the deliveries and the resulting dispatch of
small and minute deliveries makes the transport costs
greatly increase in proportion to the volume of orders.

Therefore a need for action is
required in the structing of the
optimum fine allocation,
beccause the delivery of the
goods to the customer’s home
entails consierable
organisational and monetary
expenditure.
An economically sensible
alternative to the door-to-door
delivery is offered by
decentralised pick-up places.
The flow of goods is gathered in
the customer’s vicinity and put at
their disposal at suitable
locations, so that the logistic
costs can be drastically reduced.
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Action Plan:
Implementation
Planning Phases
Major Strategies in Each Phases
Phases

Phase 0

Until 2009

Main Activities

Task

Year

· Making plans
· Acquisitioning land (partial)
· Making infrastructure and building sites
· Developing ‘pilot district’

Preparation

· Two Flagship Development:
Phase 1

2010 - 2014

Public Domain’s Role

Transfer of administrational offices and some

for Rapid Settling-

policy research centers

down

Embedding cultural infrastructures, such as
‘Governance Theme Park’

Phase 2

2015 - 2030

Towards Global Leap

· Boosting variety in terms of employment and industry
· Establishing ‘Theme Platforms’, and thus ‘Theme
City’ as a whole

Phase 3

2030 Thereafter

· Accelerating urban growth
· Maturing Theme City

Enhancing Private
Domain’s role

Theme Platforms in Each Phases
Theme Platforms
Phases
International

National Gov.

Knowledge

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
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Health

Entertainment

Contents

Development Densities in Each Phases
Low - density

Target

Total

Total

Hybrid

High - density

Mid - density

Population

Site

Development

Development

Development

Development Development

Phase 1

100,000

7,314

1,200

300

75

150

75

Phase 2

300,000

7,314

2,300

900

270

360

270

Phase 3

500,000

7,314

3,000

1,500

450

600

450

Phases

(unit : person, ha)

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3
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Governing Actions:
Participatory Collaborative Planning

Participatory Collaborative Planning
· Participatory Collaborative Planning is a cooperative process between planning stakeholders, to
make and run a just, ecologically-sound, and collaborative city.

Features of Participatory Collaborative Planning
Planning Objective

‘The physical’ and ‘the social’ in balance
Harmony between short-term objective (‘realizing immediate target’) and
long-term objective (‘relation- building and collaborative learning process’)

Planning Agents

Planners, Professionals, NGOs and Citizen

Planning Process

Discussion, Learning, Agreement, Allotting Tasks
Planning is a process and collaboration and learning.

Application of PCP Principles in Planning NMAC
WHEN

From the very beginning, participation and collaboration are necessary.

WHO

Variety of participation, not only government offices and professionals, but also
various social actors such as citizen’s organizations, local groups, firms, press,
universities, etc.
Using ‘Ubiquitous’ technology, possibility of participation could be open to
stakeholders from all over the world.

HOW

Discussion and deliberation to understand each other’s argument, attitude, and
experiences. In that course, we can learn and collaborate.
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Developing Land and Housing

Use of Acquisitioning and Replotting
· Government should acquisition land for some key public facilities.
· In case of land for private development, land-owner could choose between cash repayment and
vertical replotting.

Reconfiguring Public/Private Partnership
· Flagship development of the public for rapid settling-down of NMAC
· In later phases, private investment into urban development, such as project financing, needs to be
encouraged.

Redemption of Development-related Profit
· Thorough redemption of development-related profit for creating a fund
· The Fund to be used as a welfare benefit and/or a subsidy for original residents and low-income
population

Public Ownership of Land
· Public Ownership as a tool to constrain development-related profit and to control future
redevelopment
· Public Ownership as a tool to keep NMAC’s functional flexibility, which increases the adaptability
of spatial use.

Rental Housing
· NMAC as a showcase of the idea of regarding housing as a ‘use value’ rather than an ‘exchange
value’
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Global Cyberspace of Hope

“Global Cyberspace of Hope”: Definition and Usage
· “Global Cyberspace of Hope” as an on-line equivalent of the physical NMAC
· Using “Global Cyberspace of Hope”, it is possible to overcome the physical restraint of NMAC.
· Via “Global Cyberspace of Hope”, every netizen from all over the world can participate throughout
all the planning process.

Enhancing Local Democracy through On/Off Exchange
· Flowering of local grassroots democracy through online participation of new residents
· Encouraging On/Off Exchange: Online participation to be developed into forming actual residents’
self-governing organization, and thus new local community
· In urban management terms, real-time reflection of people’s opinion and ideas into policy process
could be possible.
· Through combining human networks, online and place-bound, NMAC functions as an integrated
model of On/Off Exchange, to evaluate/enhance the possibility of new inter-subjective
communication.

Global Online Democracy: An Experiment
· Any world netizen could get a Cyber Citizenship of NMAC, live in the virtual territory of their own
“Global Cyberspace of Hope”, and discuss the prospect of world’s democracy.
· Self-regulating Principle: Operators and representatives are elected democratically via online vote.
· Actual NMAC policy and management try to reflect the opinion from online society.
· Design competition and online bidding in regard with building physical urban space in NMAC
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Epilogue
From the very beginning, we have asked ourselves how to make this administrative city peculiar and
active, and how to drive out Asian Identity from almost nothing.
Gradually, we came to realize that Asianess is nothing but a multiple identity without dominating
identity. Therefore, it is flexible, adaptable and ever-changing.
But, how to design it? To answer this question, we impose certain themes and colors on the proposed
platforms and landscapes as a default value. Then, we set up a transposition rule in order to make
network-spin over the territories as time goes.
On top of that, we also proposed physically floating spaces, especially along the river, to transfer event
effect from here to there.
If you visit our city someday, you may see small floating islands where various cultural activities take
place, and you may run across digital nomads who keep gathering and scattering over and over again,
forming a floating landscape.Transhuman life in NMAC is getting under way in such ways.
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